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Band-Lok & Band-Lok Blue
Dual Cure Compomer Band Cement
INTENDED USE: Band-Lok® is a two paste, dual-cure adhesive intended for use as a band and appliance cement.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Step 1. Prophy, rinse, dry and isolate tooth to be banded. Acid etching of the enamel is not required for cementing
bands, however, it will increase strength required for high stress appliances.
Step 2. On a mixing pad place equal parts of Band-Lok® Pastes A and B (A 1 inch strip of each part will provide enough
cement for 4 bands). If paste is not going to be mixed immediately, shield from light.
Step 3. Mix Pastes A and B thoroughly for 10 seconds and place in band. Seat band and clean off excess flash.
Step 5. At this point you have three curing options:
Light cure the cement from occlusal for 10 seconds. Cement can be exposed to saliva at this point. Final cure will occur
in 5 minutes.
Light cure the cement from the occlusal for 30 seconds. Cement is now completely cured and can be exposed to forces
immediately.
Allow the cement to chemically cure on its own; complete polymerization will occur in 10 minutes.
IMPORTANT: Band-Lok® will adhere to metal and stainless-steel instruments! Before using, spray instruments with a
light coat of PAM® or oil-free silicone before use.
SELF MIXING DUAL-SYRINGE DELIVERY SYSTEM
1. Remove cap and place mixing tip on syringe
2. Syringe material into band/crown or appliance using mixing tip.
3. Replace the cap on the syringe after use.
PRECAUTIONS: Unpolymerized resins may cause skin sensation in susceptible persons. Wash hands and other
exposed areas with mild soap and water before eating, drinking or smoking and when leaving work. Provide good
ventilation in process area to prevent formation of vapor. Rinse eyes immediately with plenty of water. Obtain medical
attention if pain, blinking or redness persist.
CAUTION: DO NOT REUSE IF SYRINGE BECOMES CONTAMINATED. AVOID CONTACT OF THE REUSABLE PARTS
WITH THE PATIENTS MOUTH.
USE NEW, UNCONTAMINATED GLOVES.
APPLY DISPOSABLE BARRIER
SLEEVES/WRAPS BEFORE EACH PATIENT

Important! Self-Mixing Tips are single use devices. A new tip is required for each patient.
Use of UV, halogen and LED curing lights can be associated with eye damage. The patient, doctor and the assistant
should wear properly designed protective eyewear when using these light curing devices.
TEMPERATURE LIMITATION: Store refrigerated (2-8 Degrees C.)
To Reorder: Kits: Band-Lok® Natural Shade Kit (REF# BL), NonFluoride (REF#NFBL), Band-Lok® Blue Shade Kit (REF #
BLB) or NonFluoride (REF# NFBLB)
Components: Band-Lok® Natural Shade Part A Syringe (REF # BLSA) or NonFluoride (REF#NFBLSA), Band-Lok® Blue Shade
Part A Syringe (REF# BLSAB) or NonFluoride (REF# NFBLSAB), Band-Lok® Part B Syringe (REF# BLSB), Band-Lok® in Self
Mixing Syringes Natural Shade (REF# SMBL) or NonFluoride (REF# NFSMBL), Band-Lok®in Self Mixing Syringes Blue Shade
(REF# SMBLB) or NonFluoride (REF# NFSMBLB)
Contents of Kit:
4 x 6 gm syringes Paste A, 4 x 6gm syringes Paste B, Mixing Pad and Spatulas.
WARRANTY: Reliance Orthodontic Products, Inc recognizes its responsibility to replace products if proven to be
defective. Reliance Orthodontic Products, Inc does not accept liability for any damages or loss, direct or consequential,
stemming from the use of or inability to use the products as described. Before using, it is the responsibility of the user
to determine the suitability of the product for its intended use. The user assumes all risk.
Rx Only: Federal law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a dental professional
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